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MESSAGE FROM THE CEO AND PRESIDENT
BRETT MACAULAY

We are at the close of the 2017-2018 season of the Calgary
Gymnastics Centre. On behalf of Club President Alixe Ryane
and myself, Brett MacAulay CEO, we would like to say thank
you to each and every one of you who have supported the
ongoing mission of the Calgary Gymnastics Centre.
Our Mission:
-

MEN'S PROGRAM
T & T PROGRAM
GFA PROGRAM

-

OTHER
CELEBRATION 2018
FUNDRAISING UPDATE
UPCOMING
COMPETITIONS AND
EVENTS

ALIXE RYANE

-

To find, foster, and develop the highest caliber
athletes who successfully compete provincially,
nationally and internationally in Artistic Gymnastics
and Trampoline and Tumbling.
To provide the highest caliber recreational and
cross-training gymnastics experiences to a large
segment of the community, developing an awareness
and appreciation of gymnastics at the grass roots
level
To be Canada?s leading gymnastics provider.

This past season had many great successes and many challenging growth
moments. Our Men's, Women's, and Trampoline and Tumbling Programs all had
athletes represent us across the country and around the world. Our athletes
brought home medals and great growth experiences. At the Provincial, Western
and National level, we showed great strength in all of our programs at all of these
levels. Congratulations to every single athlete who represented themselves and
the Calgary Gymnastics Centre on the competition floor!
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ALIXE RYANE

BRETT MACAULAY

PRESIDENT

CEO CALGARY GYMNASTICS

Scott Rayment (MAG), Janna Ball (WAG), and Eran Silberg (T&T) did awesome work leading these
programs, supported by a group of amazing coaches second to none. To see each of these coaches striving
to improve the abilities of the children in their care, building confidence and character in each one, is truly
inspiring. We are so fortunate to have built this team of great coaches. These coaches are at the centre of
our strength. Thanks for all you do. You are the difference makers.

Gymnasticsfor All is a key driver of the success of Calgary Gymnastics Centre! Spencer Hunt, Esther Van
Huigenbos, Andrea Zeiler, Uschi Donaleshen, Hannele Gordon, Rob DeAtley, Debbie Shelstad and a host
of over a 100 others, thanks for all you do!

Susan Tarditi and our office staff, thanks for taking care of all of us, helping us be organized, registered,
and on time.

Parents as customers, board members, volunteers, cleaners, drivers, liaisons, credit managers, sellers,
buyers, builders, and laborers , you help make everything we do possible. Thanks for choosing Calgary
Gymnastics Centre. Thanks for all you do!

Parents, athletes and coaches , we wish you all a safe and most enjoyable summer. Together you are the
strength of the Calgary Gymnastics Centre.

#ourpeopleourstrength

Brett MacAulay

#ou r peopleou r st r en gt h
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS UPDATE

Our current Calgary Gymnastics Centre Board of Directors has 10
members. At our most recent AGM we had three new members voted
onto the board. In this Flipside, we would like to formally introduce you
to one of them; Colleen D?Hondt.
Colleen D?Hondt is one of our new board members this year. She is an
economist by background and has 20 years of experience in financial
analysis, budgeting and strategic planning. She is married with two
children: Luke (11) who is in the T&T Developmental group at CGC and
Brooke (13) who is a competitive snowboarder. When not at work or
running children to the next event, Colleen enjoys spending time in the
mountains snowboarding or biking with her family.
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submitted by:
Elaine Lam
Secretary BOD
Calgary Gymnastics Centre
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WOMEN'S COMPETITIVE PROGRAM

Commonwealt h Games ? Gold Coast ,
Aust ralia (April 4-15, 2018)
Congratulations to Brittany Rogerswho was a
part of the GOLD medal winning Team Canada
at this year?s Commonwealth Games. Brittany
had amazing performances and qualified for
uneven bars finals where she won a SILVER
medal as well as Team Gold.

Int ernat ional Gymnix ? M ont real, QC (M arch 8-11, 2018)
· Kyra Cato and Sophia King represented Team Canada in the International Junior Cup session where they
not only hit their competition routines but also gained some valuable international experience.
· Marisa DeGroot competed for her 1st time as a Novice at Gymnix and won a BRONZE medal on beam!
· Ilka Juk, Piper Johnson, Bryn Topham and Savannah Holman were invited to compete in the prestigious
Gymnix Challenge. This session featured close to 70 athletes ? representing 10 different countries

including Porto Rico, Argentina, France, Spain, Mexico, Bermuda, Jamaica, Belgium, USA and
Canada.

Aspire Athletes
Our Aspires did very well competing for their first time this year!
Highlights include:
UCIC (March 2018) ? Jada Vergie was 1st AA, Ella Wetteskind was 2nd AA
Provincial Championships (April 2018) ? Ella Wetteskind was 9th AA, Jada
4
Vergie 16th AA and Myla Lambe competed on only 2 events.
Ogopogo Invit at ional (June 2018) ? Ella Wetteskind was 1st AA, and Myla
Lambe was 2nd AA, Jada Vergie did not compete due to injury.
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WOMEN'S COMPETITIVE PROGRAM

CONTINUED

W est ern Canadian Championships - Spruce Grove, AB
(April 26-28, 2018)
CGC was well represented at this years Westerns as we had athletes that were
part of the GOLD medal winning Team Alberta for both the JO 9 and young JO 10
categories, as well as a SILVER medal for the older JO 10 Team Alberta.

JO 9 ? Reese Grolla was the AA Western Canadian Champion along with a silver
medal on uneven bars and a bronze medal on balance beam. Alyssa Pasko placed
4th AA and qualified for 4 event finals. Lucy Kern was 10th AA and qualified for
vault finals. ArisMentzelopouloswas 9th AA and qualified for 2 event finals.

JO 10 ? Abigail Diamond was 6th AA and qualified for 2 event finals. Madison
Tansowny was 13th AA and qualified for one event final where she won a bronze
medal on the balance beam! Jaime Lister won the All Around title for 16 years and
up as well as winning gold on floor and bronze on balance beam.

Provincial Championships ? Red Deer, AB (April 13-15, 2018)
JO 9 ? Alyssa Pasko was 2nd AA and 2nd on Uneven Bars. Reese Grolla was 4th AA and 2nd on Uneven Bars.
Lucy Kern was 6th AA and Aristotle Mentzelopoulos was awarded ?Most Dynamic Vault.?Aimee Wood tied for
8th AA and Lauren Wood tied for 10th AA. Chloe Duggan had 2 top 10 place finishes on beam and floor.

JO 10 - Jaime Lister is the Provincial JO10 (16yrs+) All Around Champion, Uneven Bars, Balance Beam and Floor
Champion! Abigail Diamond and Madison Tanswony competed in the JO10 (12-15yrs) Category - Abbie placed
2nd AA and is the Uneven Bars Provincial Champion. She also won a bronze on vault and a silver on floor.
Madison was 1st AA after the first day of competition and placed 6th AA on day 2, just missing the podium on
both balance beam and floor event finals.
HP Novice - Jenna Timmons and Marisa deGroot and placed 1st and 2nd respectively.
HP Ju n ior ? Bryn Topham was the Provincial Champion on balance beam and placed 2nd on floor and
3rd on uneven bars. Savannah Holman won silver on both vault and uneven bars.
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WOMEN'S COMPETITIVE PROGRAM

CONTINUED

Canadian Championships? Wat erloo, ON (May 24-27, 2018)
HP Junior ? Ilka Juk was 5th AA as well as 6th on uneven bars and balance beam.
Kyra Cato finished 8th AA where she placed 6th on vault and 5th on balance
beam. Sophia King was 14th AA and won a silver medal on floor in event finals.
Bryn Topham was 15th AA and won a bronze medal on balance beam in event
finals. Jaden Gorsline competed on only one event and was 2nd on balance beam
after the first day of competition.

HP Novice ? Jenna Timmons competed at her first ever National Championships
and was 13th AA after 2 days of competition. She was the top Alberta athlete in
this category.

JO 9 ? Reese Grolla and Lucy Kern were part of the GOLD medal winning Team
Alberta. Reese won a silver medal on the uneven bars, was 7th on balance beam
and 8th AA. Lucy finished 4th on balance beam, tied for 8th on uneven bars and
was 7th AA.
JO 10 (16+ years) ? Jaime Lister was the top Alberta athlete and finished 4th
AA. She also placed 5th on balance beam, 6th on floor and 7th on uneven bars.

JO 10 (12-15yrs) ? Abigail Diamond and Madison Tansowny were part of the
GOLD medal winning Team Alberta. Madison tied for the bronze medal in the
AA and is the Canadian Champion on Floor! Abbie just missed the podium on
uneven bars, finishing 4th and was 12th AA.

Congratulations to all of our athletes and coaches!

Development al Program
Our annual Spring Spectacular was a huge success! We had 30 athletes that included our
Aspires, Developmental Groups and pre-developmental groups that participated in this
year?s event. The girls did amazing and were able to show off their hard work and acquired
new skills over the past year in their routines. Way to go girls! We hope you had fun!
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MEN'S PROGRAM UPDATE

A lot has happened in the past three months and the Men?s program couldn?t be
happier with our athletes' progress, leadership and determination to always be better.

Our Recap takes us back to the end of March where our boys competed in the University of
Calgary International Cup (UCIC). We had 32 boys compete, 65 medals, 3 All Around
champions and 7 boys qualify for Westerns. We were particularly pleased with how ready
our boys were for this competition.

April came with a sunlit beach for CGC?s Jackson Payne who represented Canada at the
2018 Commonwealth Games in Australia. Jackson helped team Canada to a silver medal,
earning his spot in the Commonwealth Games history books. His celebration time was
short-lived as he boarded a plane and flew directly to his next challenge in Japan
representing his country at the Tokyo Cup. This was a very prestigious honour as only eight
individuals across the globe are invited to compete. Jackson was able to bump shoulders
with the likes of Sam Mikulak and Kenzo Shirai as he blessed the international stage on the
highest of levels.

While the international meets were rolling we had some Provincial duties to attend to in
Red Deer, Alberta. Provincials went extremely well. Our team had five Provincial All-Around
champions, 73 total medals and a few top three team placings. We were especially happy
regarding our boys?sportsmanlike behavior, cheering on boys from other clubs and
encouraging other athletes of all ages. Provincials mark the end of the competition season
for most of our younger athletes.

Next up for the team was a short trip to Spruce Grove for the 2018 Western Canadian
Championships. This competition is the first meet that exposes our younger athletes to a
larger competition pool and the first time responsibility of representing their province. We
also had three out of the five coaches who represented Alberta (Scott Rayment, Salvador
Garcia and Cameron Taylor). The performance by the Alberta boys was awesome. Mattias
Radke was crowned Elite 3 champion and helped the team earn gold, the Provincial 4 team
took silver and the Provincial 5 team took the gold.
The sixth event to occur during the last three months was the Hollywood Classic in Calgary.
7
This event contains a level that makes things a little interesting. The open meet encourages
boys and men of all ages to compete with the same rules for a cash prize. The entire CGC
mens coaching team participated. The video can be viewed on our CGC Youtube channel.
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MEN'S PROGRAM

CONTINUED

Closing out a seemingly long competition season we had 3 boys qualify for and compete at, the Canadian
National Championships. Jackson Payne finished second All Around and was named to the Worlds selection
camp.
Elijah Thompson finished 3rd on vault and was invited to the
National camp this summer.

But that?s not all, we also had our youngest competitors from coach Kyle?s group attend their very first
competition ever in Canmore! We were the only gym to send boys of that age and it was a very positive and
worthwhile experience as reported from coach Kyle himself. Great job boys and keep up the good work!

To conclude this edition of the Flipside I?d like to talk a bit about the summer training we have planned.
We will be doing our annual ?super camp?during the first week of July. This is a chance for all the athletes to
unify with similar skill progressions, plus, each athlete gets to work with every coach in our program. We are
also looking forward to the fact that we will be inviting some teams from other gyms to join us. This will
hopefully kickstart our goal of uniting all of Alberta so that everyone is working together and on the same
page for success as a Province. Hopefully as we grow in the sport we are able to close the distance gap that
Canada experiences as a nation.

See ya on the flipside!
8

The MAG team
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T & T PROGRAM UPDATE
Athletes in the T&T program have been busy this spring.
Athletes named to Team Excel at Third Alberta Cup attended a Cup in Quebec.
Canada Cup occurred the following weekend in Quebec. There were many outstanding performances at
both events and a great experience for many of the younger athletes.

Immediately after Canada Cup, Alex Boucher went to Columbia to compete at Pacific Rim where she
made finals and performed solidly throughout the event. Also in attendance at Pacific Rim was CGC
coach Colton Kent who went to judge at the event.

Provincial Championships took place in April at Genesis Centre in Calgary. CGC was well represented
with approximately 55 T&T athletes competing in levels P1 to Senior.
When all was said and done, 24 athletes from CGC were named to Team Alberta to Nationals and 5
Provincial level athletes were named to Team Alberta to Western Canadian Championships.
We had a huge number of volunteers, 8 coaches and 52 athletes that had many personal bests, positive
attitudes, team support, finalists, mobilities and once again, representing an amazing team CGC at
provincial championships.
Tot als
27 Gold
19 Silver
11 Bronze

= 57 total medals.

In Team Finals, CGC won the DMT trophy and the Ken Chatel Aggregate All Around.trophy.
CGC also took home Team Tumbling Bronze, and Team Trampoline Silver.
CGC had the top 4 Provincial All Around athletes: Kennedy Stepien - 1st, Aleisha Beckett - 2nd, Dani
Mountain -3rd, Rylee Parker 4th.
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CONTINUED

West ern Canadian Championships - Regina, May
CGC athletes named to Team Alberta for Western Canadian Championships: - Wyatt Woolgar, Kyra
Kirkpatrick, Aleisha Beckett, Kennedy Stepien, and Dani Mountain.
Kyra earned a gold for L2 Tumbling, Wyatt gold on Level 3 Trampoline, and Kennedy won Level 4
Trampoline and Tumbling and was first All Round.
Those competing for CGC were equally impressive: Joey Couture in his first season in competitive T&T
won Level 1 tramp and mini and earned 2nd on tumbling.
Also owning the podium was Charlie Payne (level 1 DMT) and Luke D?Hondt (Tramp Level 2). Many more
athletes finished impressively among a huge field of athletes from all over the province.

In the team final, CGC made team final on every event and Team Alberta, consisting of 5 CGC athletes,
won Tumbling, as well as, the All Around title.

Congratulations to Alex Boucher, Mitchel Pedersen
and Zoe Phaneuf who represented Canada at the
Junior PanAmerican Championships in
Cochimbocha, Bolivia June 18- . It was a valuable
developmental experience for all.
Alex brought home silver medal in Synchonized
Trampoline.

ON DECK: Canadian National Championships10
and then off to competition in Portugal in July
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GYM NASTICS FOR ALL UPDATE

We are nearing the end of another successful GFA season. Our team has been busy this Spring
watching our participants develop their listening and concentration skills, teamwork,
cooperation, and of course balance, strength and everything gymnastics.
Our InterClub athletes had another opportunity to showcase their skills at our 2nd annual
SpringFlipFest fun meet which was held at our North location in April.
We also hosted KinderFlip at our West location this June, an end of year event for our
KinderGym participants .
Thank you to everyone who assisted in our Bear and Book for a Buck campaign. All money
collected will go to the Bear Valley Rescue, which is a horse sanctuary in Sundre.
Earlier this month we hosted a special Kids Night Out as a customer appreciation to our current
members. Over 50 participants attended 2.5 hours of gymnastics and activities. Our superstar
team ensured a smooth and successful evening. Kids were tired and ready for bed at pick up
time!
Check out our social media accounts, Instagram and Facebook on Fridays at 8 AM to read a clue
to our Golden Ticket cont est . Whoever finds the Golden Tickets wins 1 FREE week of
Gymnastics For All Summer Camp! We have 9 tickets hidden throughout Calgary,. All clues are
hidden in places special to the Calgary Gymnastics Centre.
On June 26th we hosted a successful Open House from 3:00 to 6:00 PM at our North location.
There was gymnastics fun, live music, ice cream and much
11 more!
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CELEBRATION 2018
The year end Celebration is the time of the year to honour the successes and achievements of the

year and recognize those who have made a significant contribution to the Calgary Gymnastics
Centre.
The categories for the awards are:

Leadership The athlete is a true role model, positive, dedicated, passionate and involved with the
team.

Performance The athlete attains the highest level of competitive performance in their program.
Heart of a Champion

The athlete has made a special contribution that strengthens the team or
demonstrates greater character in overcoming challenges.

Program Volunt eer works above and beyond to support the needs and goals of the program;
makes a difference.

Club Volunt eer works above and beyond to support the needs and goals of the Calgary
Gymnastics Centre; Makes a difference

The award winners for the 2017-2018 season are:
Men's Program
Toby Cairns and Gabriele Romano : Heart of a Champion
Mattias Radke : Performance
Jackson Payne ; Leadership
Natalie Santucci : Volunteer

Women's Program
Jenna Timmons ; Heart of a Champion
Ilka Juk : Performance
Madison Tansowny : Leadership
Cathy Topham : Volunteer

T & T Program
Jordana Johnston ; Heart of a Champion
Alex Boucher : Performance
Brittney Jewan : Leadership
Sheri Meyer : Volunteer

Club Volunt eer of t he Year : Dan King
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MY CALGARY GYMNASTICS STORY
Stephory

STEPHEN HAUCK

Part One: The Saga Begins
Thisshort story isdedicated to my loving grandmother and chauffeur FrancisAtkins
My supportive parentsLaurie and Gord Hauck and Tony Plum

Tr am polin e an d Tu m blin g
Coach

My second family(Coachesand Teammates) Nychole, Brett, Sheila, Colton, Eran, Jamie,
Anton, Dino, Mary, Gill

When I was a young boy I was enrolled in a gymnastics class, the location of which I
cannot remember but the experience was unforgettable. I absolutely hated
gymnastics and said that I never wanted to do it again. Little did I know that my
relationship with gymnastics was far from over.

My unwillingness to do gymnastics resulted in my mother signing me up for soccer as
all parents do with their children. I was also enrolled in day care, which ironically had
an indoor trampoline? ..I remember one time playing crack the egg which should
have been called crack my glasses as I held the egg shape indefinitely with the will to
win.

I was a very active child, often getting into trouble for my inability to sit still and be
boring. My daily activities included a no rules version of soccer at recess, jumping off
the top of the playground as well as back flips off the swing set and building forts in
my backyard or basement that often resulted in a collapsed mess of furniture with
me somewhere in the middle of it.

One day in grade four at recess, I remember it very well, I saw a girl doing back
handsprings across the soccer field and I was mesmerized. That night I told my mom I
wanted to do flips as my attention in soccer was starting to fade and it was probably
best that I learn how to fall and roll properly being an active and crazy child.

The Mount Royal Gymnastics Saga begins? I attended a couple of rec classes at
MRGC with Mitch Head, which I quite enjoyed and found challenging and exciting.
Mitch asked me if I wanted to do Mens gymnastics or Trampoline and Tumbling with
him. I chose Trampoline and Tumbling and have never regretted it. I trained with a
group of boys -David, Jake, Sean, Jamie, Nathan, Danny and two of my best friends to
this day, Colton and Eran.

Mitch had run away to join the circus by now. You might have heard of it, Cirque du
13good). My new coach
Soleil (it means Circus of the Sun? My French is not very
Nychole would become one of the most powerful influences in my life and a life long
friend. She was a young female coach with a herd of wild boys to wrangle, but she
was the right one for the job. She was stern, intelligent, fun and funny. She did not let
us get away with much and expected only perfection, but when we were done our
work we would play hard, sometimes causing her heart to skip a beat.

x
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STEPHORY

CONTINUED
Part Two: The Love Affair Begins

My grandmother would pick me up everyday from school and drive me to training at Mount Royal Gym Club, in
ATCO industrial park. It was an old airplane hanger, just off Crowchild Trail, clearly marked by 6ft tall Royal Blue
lettering. You couldn?t miss it. Inside was the greatest obstacle course I had ever seen, it was a giant indoor
playground. This is where acrobats were born and learned to fly. I was in Love.

Over the years I would learn and explore through games of belly baseball, pirates or simply swinging from the
parallel bars over the concrete and flipping off the rope into the pit (Safety was a little different back then). This
was the less serious part of training, but it was good for the soul. The other 4 hrs of training would consist of the
same drill or skill done relentlessly until it was perfect. It was this attention to detail and balance of fun that was
challenging and left me longing for more.

In 2003 the gym underwent some changes becoming Calgary Gymnastics Centre and relocating to C.O.P. My
family followed the gym moving from Shawnessy (45 minute drive from SW Calgary) to Cougar Ridge(5 minute
drive from SW Calgary, huh?). Now basically residing at the gym, my training hours increased, as did my skill level.
New opportunities were presented, competitions got bigger, more exciting and further away from home.
I started traveling with gymnastics and got to see parts of the world that most people never do. I had a
competition in Hanover and another in Eindhoven with many countries in attendance -Australia, Poland, Ireland
and many more. In the opening days I remember all the countries setting up shop in a hallway like a farmers
market ready to trade things like pins, hats, stuffed animals (anything they could buy at the dollar store in your
country).
After these competitions I was lucky enough to travel for a week or two, seeing places like Nice, Paris, Rome,
Greece, Turkey, Amsterdam, etc. One time traveling through part of Europe by train, some of us kids slept on the
luggage atop the luggage rack in our cabin and other times we slept more comfortably on bunks in our cabin.
Many unforgettable memories were made inside and outside of the gym and travelling the world together.

Then as a young adult, life happened and I went down a new life path thinking I wanted to be a mechanic, leaving
the gym world completely. That road came to an end a couple years later and you would not believe where I ended
up working? and coaching? and training (surprise!). Gymnastics was meant to be. It was in my blood. Brett gave
me a job and the opportunity to train again. My gym family was still here and welcomed me back with open arms.
I made a comeback, more mature (slightly) and more determined than ever. I had the benefit now of coaching and
training, which increased my understanding as an athlete. It was not long before I was training 6 days a week at
the highest level, power lifting on Saturdays, riding the bike every day for cardio, eating a strict diet and taking
100% responsibility to be all I could be. I got to compete with an old role model of mine, Jamie Lange as a senior in
Synchronized Trampoline. I was once again given opportunities to travel with the sport and competed
internationally in Kakagawa Japan, which would be my last competition as an athlete.
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Since my training retirement I have been teaching gymnastics and travelling the world now as a coach. Using my
personal experience and the knowledge lent to me from far more experienced coaches, I am now formulating my
own coaching style. I love to teach (Most days). I believe that everyone deserves a chance and all people can
accomplish great things in due time. As much as I love to teach, there is still so much more for me to learn, and I
have found my pupils to be the greatest teachers.
Kaizen.
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FUNDRAISING UPDATE

BY MARILOU PEDERSON

Fundraising Year End 2018
The 2017-2018 year has been another success in fundraising for CGC. The Board
would like to thank all of the volunteers, supporting members and our office staff
for all your hard work.
Our fundraisers the past year included: Silent Auction, Cookie Dough Sale,
Perogies, Spolumbos Sausage, 50/50 sales, bottle drive, Team Gear and the
WestJet Raffle. We plan on having the same lineup of fundraisers for the
2018-2019 year. *Please watch out for information regarding the Credit Draw in
the fall for 2018/2019 Fundraiser positions!*

Spolumbos Sausage Fundraiser
Thanks to everyone who participated in our Spolumbos Fundraiser. Our
Coordinator Tenneal Pasko with the help of Jenn Kwong and Tricia Wetteskind
were able to lead our club through another successful year in sausage sales.
Great Job ladies!

ONGOING FUNDRAISER
*Did you know: Calgary Gymnastics
Centre has an ongoing bottle drive
fundraiser!

Please consider donating your
bottles to support our athletes.
Donations can be dropped off at the
bottle shed (east side of building). We
have volunteer positions throughout
the year to make weekly bottle
returns.
All the funds collected are added
directly to our fundraising account.

West Jet Raffle
Our WestJet Raffle draw took place June 12th at 10am at our West Location.
The winner of 2 tickets to anywhere WestJet flies was Andy W. We would like to
thank Kim Diamond for organizing marketing and outside sales and all our
members who supported this fundraiser. We would like to send out a special
thank you to WestJet and the Cato family for the tremendous donation to our
club.

Thanks again to all our members for your participation and effort in helping us
reach our fundraising goals. Your hard work helps to offset fees and provide
funds for operation. If you have any new ideas for upcoming fundraisers please
contact Marilou Pedersen (marilou.pedersen@gmail.com)
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****WATCH OUT FOR INFORMATION REGARDING
THE CREDIT MEETING
AND DRAW IN THE FALL FOR 2018/ 2019 FUNDRAISER POSTIONS! ***
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W EST
179 CANADA OLYMPIC ROAD SW
PHONE: 403-242-1171
FAX: 403-202-6564
WWW.CALGARYGYMCENTRE.COM

MISSION STATEMENT
To find, foster, and develop the highest caliber athletes who successfully compete
provincially, nationally and internationally in Artistic Gymnastics and Trampoline and
Tumbling
To provide the highest caliber recreational and crosstraining gymnastics experiences to a
large segment of the community, developing an awareness and appreciation of gymnastics at
the grass roots level.
To be Canada's leading gymnastics provider.
We achieve t his by:
-Sustaining the best safety-focused training environment
-Dedicating ourselves to excellence
-Developing and delivering coaching excellence
-Upholding an all-encompassing athlete-centered focus
-Leading advocacy for the sport
- Promoting life-long athlete engagement
.

UPCOMING COMPETITIONS AND EVENTS
WOMEN'S PROGRAM

MEN'S PROGRAM

T & T PROGRAM
Canadian Championships
Lethbridge, AB

JULY 4-8

Wishing everyone a happy and healthy summer!
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